The behaviour of liquid fuel drops is studied by numerical simulations. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved by a finite difference/front tracking technique that allows resolution of inertial and viscous forces as well as the inclusion of surface tension at the deformable boundary between the fuel and the air. Two- and three-dimensional simulations are used to determine how the lift and the drag depend on the shear rate of the fluid. The deformation of the drops play a major role and while a nearly spherical drop experiences lift in the same direction as a solid particle, relatively modest deformation can lead to a lift force in the opposite direction. To examine more complex problems, a new three-dimensional code has been written that allows local grid refinement and the use of cylindrical coordinates. This code has been used to examine the development of three-dimensional disturbances during the primary breakup of jets. At finite amplitude the three-dimensional disturbance can dominate the two-dimensional one and lead to "fiber" breakup.
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The behavior of liquid fuel drops is studied by numerical simulations. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved by a finite difference/front tracking technique that allows resolution of inertial and viscous forces as well as the inclusion of surface tension at the deformable boundary between the fuel and the air. Two- and three-dimensional simulations are used to determine how the lift and the drag depend on the shear rate of the fluid. The deformation of the drops play a major role and while a nearly spherical drop experiences lift in the same direction as a solid particle, relatively modest deformation can lead to a lift force in the opposite direction. To examine more complex problems, a new three-dimensional code has been written that allows local grid refinement and the use of cylindrical coordinates. This code has been used to examine the development of three-dimensional disturbances during the primary breakup of jets. At finite amplitude the three-dimensional disturbance can dominate the two-dimensional one and lead to “fiber” breakup.
Objectives

Computational investigations of the motion of drops in sprays are being done. The main part of the study focuses on the lift force of deformable drops and the flow modification due to drops, but droplet/droplet interactions and heat and mass transfer from drops will also be examined. Simulations of the unsteady motion of deformable drops in well defined flow fields will be conducted and the lift and drag of the drops found as a function of the various parameters of the flow. Of particular interest is a quantification of the magnitude of the lift and its sign, as a function of the deformability of the drop. The motion of drops in more complex unsteady fields, such as shear layers, will also be examined and the flow modification by the drops quantified. The effect of the relative size of the effective length scales of the flow and the drop size will be examined and whether the drops enhance or decrease the velocity fluctuation in the flow. In addition to understanding the flow modifications, the study will identify under what conditions the modification of the flow field is important and whether these modifications can be accounted for by a simple model in engineering computations of sprays. The heat and mass transfer from drops will also be investigated and the transfer coefficients needed for engineering models computed.

These computations are made possible by a recently developed numerical technique that has been used already for a number of multifluid problems. The method incorporates an explicit tracking of the drop surface with a finite difference method for the full Navier-Stokes equations for the drop and the ambient gas. Arbitrary differences in density and viscosity are possible, large surface deformations are allowed, and surface tension is fully accounted for. For problems with mass and heat transfer, conservation equations for mass and energy are solved also. Recent implementation of this method into a fully parallel three-dimensional code will allow large-scale simulations that include a wide range of scales.

Status of Effort:

Several three-dimensional simulations of drops in shear flows have been done. For bubbles it has been shown that deformation have a major influence on the lift force, including changing its sign for relatively modest deformation. The simulations, as well as a number of two-dimensional ones, done to establish the necessary resolution, have shown that this is true for drops as well—as expected. We are currently examining the effects of the various parameters, including those imposed by the numerical setup, and trying to parameterize the lift force so that it can be used in simulations using point particles.

A three-dimensional code designed to allow us to look at a “pie-slice” of a nearly axisymmetric flows and refine the grid in regions of interest has recently been completed. While the code is still being refined and tested, it has been used for preliminary simulations of the breakup of jets.

Accomplishments/New Findings:

Simulations of drops in shear flow have shown that deformation have a major impact of the magnitude of the lift force. A spherical drop moving relative to the fluid experiences a lift in the same direction as a solid sphere. If the drop deforms, however, the direction can change. Figure 1 shows a three-dimensional drop in a linear shear. The drop surface and the flow field in a plane cutting through the center of the drop is shown. The drop is moving downward and remains nearly spherical for the particular parameter values used here. The lift force therefore moves it toward the upward moving fluid. In figure 2, two, two-dimensional simulations of a nearly spherical and a deformable drop are shown. The
streamlines in a frame of reference moving with the drops are shown. The shear is indicated on the top of each frame and the velocity of the drop is shown with a bold arrow. As for the three-dimensional drop, the spherical one moves toward larger slip velocity, while the deformed one moves in the other direction. The difference can be explained by examining the circulation around the drops and the flow modification induced by deformation.

Two-dimensional simulations of the breakup of a planar interface have showed that surface tension suppresses the rollup seen for a shear boundary between miscible fluids of similar density and leads to fingers of interpenetrating fluids. For small density differences the evolution is symmetric with respect to the light and the heavy fluid, but for larger density ratios the fold consisting of a heavy fluid becomes smaller and at later time the evolution becomes similar to a breaking wave with heavy fluid being stripped from the crest. Even in two-dimensions the folds can break up into drops. Three-dimensional simulations show that the “folds” are unstable in two ways. If the evolution is essentially two-dimensional, then fluid cylinders perpendicular to the shear are generated and drops are formed when these cylinders breakup by a Rayleigh Instability. If three-dimensional disturbances are strong, the initial “folds” develop into long fingers parallel to the shear and drops are formed by “end-pinches” instability of these fingers. Similar fingers are seen in the “fiber” breakup modes of jets. This evolution has also been seen recently in numerical studies by other investigators. Figure 3 shows the “fiber” breakup of a jet. The jet surface is shown at three times along with the outlines of the “pie” shaped computational domain. In the top figure a two-dimensional disturbance has grown to a large amplitude and the three-dimensional instability is just becoming visible. In the middle frame the three-dimensional disturbance has evolved into a long “finger” or “fiber” of the jet fluid penetrating into the ambient fluid. In the bottom frame the finger is breaking up into drops.

During the next year, the focus of the investigation will be three fold:
- The motion of drops and their interaction with the flow, including quantification of the dependency of lift on drop deformation.
- The new three-dimensional code will be completed and tested.
- Investigation of heat and mass transfer will be initiated.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional drop in a linear shear flow. The drop is moving downward remains nearly spherical. The lift force moves it toward the upward moving fluid.

Figure 2. Two-dimensional simulations of a nearly spherical and a deformable drop. The streamlines in a frame of reference moving with the drops are shown.
Figure 3. Preliminary simulations of the three-dimensional breakup of a jet. A computational domain in the shape of a "pie" allows the simulations of only a portion of the jet.
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